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LEP Solutions, LLC
Acceleration of English Proficiency Plan
Instructional Interventions 
ELPS Linguistic Accommodations
LAT Accommodations
Student's Current ENGLISH Language Proficiency Level
 
Affective Domain
 
Linguistic Domain
Cognitive Domain
Part I : Student's Areas of Concern
Please describe any other concerns or needs not listed above.
Use the proficiency levels determined by the LEP identification assessments
Instructional Interventions to be Provided for Student (check all that apply)
Part II: Addressing Student Needs
Instructional Interventions to be implemented by the content-area teachers (check all that apply)
Scroll down for ELPS Linguistic Accommodations
Part III: Accommodations
Teachers,
Make sure to implement LAT accommodations routinely with ELLs who might be participating in a LAT TAKS administration in the spring.  ELPS linguistic accommodations that are also LAT accommodations are highlighed below. 
ELPS Linguistic Accommodations to be Provided for Student
 
Select student's English proficiency level.  The linguistic accommodations for the selected level will appear below.  
State law requires content-area teachers to provide ELLs "opportunities to speak, read, and write at their current levels of English developement while gradually increasing the linguistic complexity of the English the read and hear, and are expected to speak and write." 19 TAC 74.4(a)(4).
Beginner Linguistic Accommodations
Also a LAT Accommodation
Post linguistic objectives or key concepts for each lesson
Encourage use of bilingual and/or English dictionaries and/or glossaries
LAT
Use native language translations for clarification and elaboration
LAT
Use simplified language at a slower pace when addressing student
LAT
Repeat instructions and explanations directly to student
LAT
Use non-language based techniques to assist student's understanding
Preteach relevant vocabulary and allow student a printed copy of vocabulary
Teach pronunciation of vocabulary
Provide short sentence stems to facilitate student's ability to participate in class
Use prereading activities and visual aids in conjunction with reading activities
Organize grade level reading material into small chunks
Use native language and/or adapted texts alongside English texts
LAT Math & Science
Explain environmental print to student
Allow student to demonstrate comprehension using drawings or some native language
Allow student to collaborate with peers in native language or English
Intermediate Linguistic Accommodations
Also a LAT 
Accommodation
Post linguistic objectives or key concepts for each lesson
Encourage use of bilingual and/or English dictionaries and/or glossaries
LAT
Use native language translations for clarification and elaboration
LAT
To a limited extent, use simplified language at a slower pace when addressing student
LAT
Repeat instructions and explanations directly to student upon student request                            
LAT
To a limited extent, use non-language based techniques to assist student's understanding
Preteach relevant vocabulary and allow student a printed copy of vocabulary
Teach pronunciation of vocabulary
Provide student with sentence stems using different simple tenses and sentence structures
Use prereading activities and visual aids in conjunction with grade level reading activities
Organize grade level reading material into understandable chunks
Allow student extra time to process information, answer, or complete assignments
Allow student use of native language or adapted texts alongside English text when subject matter is academically challenging
Math/Science LAT
Only
Allow student to demonstrate comprehension using drawings or some native language when subject matter is academically challenging
Allow student to collaborate with peers in native language or English when subject matter is academically challenging
Advanced Linguistic Accommodations
Also a LAT Accommodation
Post linguistic objectives or key concepts for each lesson
Encourage use of English dictionaries 
Provide clarification on instructions, explanations, and information upon student request 
LAT
Clarification of test directions 
Preteach academic vocabulary, including pronunciation, and allow a printed copy
Provide sentence stems using a variety of complex tenses and sentence structures
Allow student extra time to process and demonstrate comprehension of academically challenging material
Provide visual aids to understand grade level text on unfamiliar or academically challenging material
Model appropriate oral or written responses or techniques 
Organize grade level reading material into chunks when subject matter is academically challenging
Provide visual or verbal clues to facilitate comprehension when subject matter is academically challenging
Advanced High Linguistic Accommodations
Post linguistic objectives or key concepts for each lesson
Encourage use of English dictionaries, thesauruses, or other reference material 
Allow student extra time for processing and demonstrating comprehension when subject matter is academically challenging 
Provide sentence stems using a variety of tenses and sentence structures when subject matter is academically challenging
Preteach highly specialized or technical  vocabulary and allow student a printed copy of vocabulary
Provide visual or verbal clues to facilitate comprehension when subject matter is highly abstract or technical
Model appropriate oral or written response when subject matter is highly abstract or technical
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